
Sharbo Oriental Shorthairs Deposit Policy  

Companion Kitten Deposits of $200 per kitten reserved and a signed deposit contract are required to 

hold a particular kitten. The deposit while not refundable is however transferable to another kitten, 

within 1 year of date of the signed deposit contract. 

The signed deposit policy copy must accompany or precede the cash deposit to finalize the initial 

transaction. Intent to place a deposit does not qualify as a received deposit and no Kitten will be held 

whether implied or verbally stated without a deposit and a signed deposit contract.  

The purpose of the deposit is to insure the Purchaser’s intent to purchase the Kitten described in this 

agreement. 

Deposits are nonrefundable. In the event the Buyer changes their mind for any reason, and/or become 

unable to purchase the kitten, and/or neglects to complete a signed deposit contract, or fails to pay 

remainder owing on kitten by 14 weeks of age then the deposit is forfeited   

The below described Kitten will be held for the Purchaser and not be sold to any other buyer regardless 

through 14 weeks of age. A breach of contract, either verbal, written, or through neglect or avoidance 

to communicate, on Purchaser’s part can jeopardize the chance of placing the Kitten in a new home as 

quickly as necessary for the development and bonding of the Kitten to its new owner. For this reason, 

the deposit is NOT refundable, and Kitten may be placed with a new Buyer after 14 weeks of age if not 

paid for in full or if payment arrangements as well as boarding costs, after 14 weeks of age, have not 

been made and mutually agreed upon by Seller and Purchaser. 

Arrangements for acquiring kittens will consist of payment of remaining purchase price of kitten by 14 

weeks of age and either meeting Seller at a point in or near Chicago or at the furthest, Portage, MI. 

This will depend on Sellers actually being in the greater Chicago area. Most kittens are deliverable at 

Cat Shows in Iowa, Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the Dakotas. 

Kittens would also be available at the Sellers home in either Michigan or Illinois at most times. 

PRICE/PAYMENT POLICY:    If Shipping would be necessary, Kitten would be shipped from Kalamazoo, Grand 

Rapids, or Chicago O’Hare and shipping is an added cost. Charges for shipping are listed on our web site under shipping. 

Departure Airport depends at which house Sellers are currently residing at time of shipment.  

All Deposits and final payments are to be made by cash, cashier’s check, or bank transfer. 

Price: 

Kitten Description:             Date of Birth: 

Sire & Dam: 

Purchasers Signature & Date_____________________________________________________________ 

Purchasers Address_____________________________________________________________________ 

Sellers Signature _______________________________________________________________________ 


